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Of the
original 54
eggs that
Faberge made
Call it what you will, dumb luck or for the Russian
Tsars, eight
divine intervention, but a missing Faberge were thought to
have been
egg has been found in, of all places, l o s t , including
the third
America. The history of this fabulous egg egg. Most of the
other 45,
began in Tsarist Russia and ended in a with the addition
of the
house in Mid Western America just across recently found
third egg,
the street from a Dunkin’ Donuts outlet.
are now in private
collections.
The egg’s finder could not be farther But, the remaining
seven lost
The recently found 3
removed
from
imperial
Russian’s eggs may still be
out there,
Faberge Egg
ostentatious elite class or today’s world of somewhere....
fine art and antiques collectors. He is a
The American scrap metal dealer who found
humble scrap metal dealer who spotted the this one had no idea of its value. He paid
8 cm high egg in a bric-a-brac stall while $14,000 for it. But, as scrap, he discovered he
searching for gold and other metals to resell had over-estimated its value, including the
for melting down and recycling.
“surprise” watch and gems tucked
Tsar
Alexander
III
inside the egg. The price he needed to
commissioned Carl Faberge to
ask in order to make a profit was too
make the egg in 1887. The Tsar
high and he was unable to find a buyer.
presented it to his wife Maria
In desperation he turned to the
Fedorovna as an Easter gift. This
Internet. He typed the name of the
was the third Faberge egg that the
watch’s manufacturer and the word
Tsar had asked Faberge to
“egg” into a Google search. It was then
produce for him. The tradition of
that he discovered his exceptional good
Empress
Maria
Fedorovna
presenting his wife with one of these
fortune. Instead of the $500 profit he had
eggs every Easter continued throughout his rein hoped to make by reselling it for scrap, he was
and into that of his son’s, Nicholas II.
in possession of one of the most sought after
One interesting facet of these eggs is that items in the
art world. How
they all opened to reveal a surprise inside; a much was
his egg worth?
golden hen, a necklace or various other “Only” a cool
$33,000,000!!
trinkets often studded with precious gems.
The difference
between the
The recently discovered egg was the third value of the egg’s
metal content
of 54 Faberge eggs made for the Russian and the finished
product is in
Imperial family between 1885 and 1916.
the Faberge
artistry.
Number
3
and
its
hidden
secret
–
a
small
clock
However, 51 eggs after this third one was
presented to Empress Fedorovna, the Russian
Imperial family’s idyllic life-style came to a
sudden and violent end and in 1917, after the NET LESSONS: Too busy to come to CROSSROADS?
Bolshevik Revolution, the eggs disappeared. …. Try our lessons through the net!
The Bolsheviks took most of the eggs to the SITE OF THE MONTH:
Kremlin, where some are still kept to this For some images of the Imperial Faberge eggs, go here:
http://www.faberge.com/news/49-imperialeggs.aspx
day, others just vanished.
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